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We construct an elliptic curve defined over Q with Mordell]Weil rank G 6 as a
generic twist by a certain quadratic extension. Moreover, since they have four
independent parameters, they give us rather a large supply of elliptic curves
defined over Q with rank G 6. As an application, we find infinitely many pairs
 . 2 3 2a, b of rational numbers such that the elliptic curve by s x q ax q ax q 1 is
of Mordell]Weil rank G 6. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will construct an elliptic curve with Mordell]Weil rank
greater than or equal to 6 as a generic twist by a certain quadratic
 .extension. As an application, we find infinitely many pairs a, b of rational
numbers such that the elliptic curve by2 s x 3 q ax2 q ax q 1 is of
w xMordell]Weil rank G 6. In 2 , Hazama constructed elliptic curves with
generic rank 4. We generalize his method and obtain elliptic curves with
generic rank 6. Moreover, since they have four independent parameters,
they give us rather a large supply of elliptic curves defined over Q with
rank G 6.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we consider the generic
rank and generators of a twisted elliptic curve. And we confirm that there
are infinitely many rational points in the parameter space. In Section 3, we
give a concrete example of specialization. Thus we obtain an elliptic curve
defined over Q which has the rank greater than or equal to 6.
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2. ELLIPTIC CURVE WITH GENERIC RANK 6
Let E be an elliptic curve over a field k of characteristic / 2 defined
by the equation
y2 s x 3 q ax2 q ax q 1,
where a g k. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve over k defined by the
equation
y2 s x6 q ax4 q ax2 q 1.
 .For convenience, let f x denote the right hand side of the equation of C.
 ..  .Let i denote the hyperelliptic involution, so that i x, y s x, yy . Since
we can write the equations of C = C = C as
y2 s f x , .1 1
y2 s f x , .2 2
y2 s f x , .3 3
 ..  .  .:if we let i x , y s x , yy and put V s C = C = Cr i , i , i , ,i i i i i 3 i 2 3
then V is defined by the equations3
z 2 s f x f x , .  .1 1 2
2.1 .
z 2 s f x f x . .  .2 1 3
Moreover the twist E of E by the quadratic extension k C = C =b
.  .C rk V is given by3
f x y2 s x 3 q ax2 q ax q 1, .1
w x  .as is seen in 2, Sect. 4 . We denote the set of k V -rational points on E3 b
  ..by E k V .b 3
  ..THEOREM 2.1. The generic rank of E k V is 6 and its generators areb 3
1 1 z12 2x , 1 , , , x , , .1 22 3  / / f xx x  .11 1
1 z z 1 z1 2 22, x , , , .32 3 2 3 / /  /f xx x f x x x f x . .  .12 2 1 3 3 1
w x   ..Proof. It follows from 2, Theorem 2.2, Proposition 3.1 that E k Vb 3
  . .  .is isomorphic to Hom Prym C = C = CrV , E [ E k and thatk 3 2
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 .   1..3  .3  .Prym C = C = CrV is isogenous to Prym CrP ( J C , where J C3
denotes the jacobian variety of C. On the other hand, the jacobian variety
 . w xJ C is isogenous to E = E by 1, Example 3.2 . Therefore,
E k V ( Hom Prym C = C = CrV , E [ E k .  .  . .  .b 3 k 3 2
31( Hom Prym CrP , E [ E k . . . /k 2
3s Hom J C , E [ E k .  . . .k 2
3( Hom E = E , E [ E k .  . .k 2
s Hom E6 , E [ E k .  .k 2
( Z 6 [ E k . .2
  ..Hence, we see that the generic rank of E k V is 6. Its generators areb 3
obtained by tracing these isomorphisms backward.
Next, we investigate the set of k-rational points on V which is regarded3
as the parameter variety of E . For this, we use the method developed inb
w x  .2, Sect. 3 . Namely, we regard Eqs. 2.1 as those giving a 4-dimensional
6  .subvariety in the affine 6-space A with coordinates x , x , x , z , z , a ,1 2 3 1 2
and show its rationality. Let p denote the projection of A6 onto A3 given
by
p x , x , x , z , z , a s x , x , x , .  .1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3
<and let p denote its restriction to V: p s p . As for the rationality of itsV
fiber, we have the following:
 4 2 . 4 2 . 2PROPOSITION 2.2. With notation as abo¨e, if x q x x q x g k1 1 2 2
 4 2 . 4 2 . 2 y1 .and x q x x q x g k , then p x , x , x is birationally equi¨ alent1 1 3 3 1 2 3
to P1 o¨er k.
Proof. Let f s x 4 q x 2, f s x6 q 1. Similarly, let g s x 4 q x 2, h s1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
x 4 q x 2, g s x6 q 1, h s x6 q 1. Then V can be regarded as the inter-3 3 2 2 2 3 3
section of two surfaces of degree 2 in A3 with coordinates a, z , z :1 2
z 2 s f a q f g a q g , .  .1 1 2 1 2V :3 2 z s f a q f h a q h . .  .2 1 2 1 2
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This is a curve of genus 0 which has one and only one singular point
 .  .yf rf , 0, 0 . If we put a s f a q f , then a s a y f rf , and hence2 1 1 2 2 1
g f g y f g1 1 2 2 12z s a a q ,1  /f f1 1
h g f h y f h1 1 1 2 2 12z s a a q .2  /g f f1 1 1
 .Let us put x s g rf a . Then this becomes1 1
2
g f g y f g1 1 2 2 1
z s x x q ,1(  / /f f1 1
2g f h y f h g1 1 2 2 1 1
z s x x q ? .2 /  /f hf h’ 1 11 1
2Therefore if g rf , f h g k, i.e., f g , f h g k , then the defining’ ’1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
equation of V can be written as3
y2 s x x q A , .
z 2 s x x q B , .
where
g g1 1
y s z , z s z ,1 2( f f h’1 1 1
f g y f g f h y f h g1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
A s , B s ? .
f f h1 1 1
 2 .Letting y s Yx, Z s Y y 1 z, we see that it is birationally equivalent to
the conic
Z 2 s ABY 2 q A A y B . .
 .  .Note that this goes through Y, Z s 1, A . Hence by using the line
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 .Z s t Y y 1 q A through this point, we obtain a parametrization
t 2 y 2 At q AB
Y s ,2t y AB
A t 2 y 2 Bt q AB .
Z s y 2t y AB
of this conic. Further, x, y, and z can also be written as rational functions
in t. This completes the proof.
Now we consider when the condition in Proposition 2.2 is satisfied.
2  .PROPOSITION 2.3. f g , f h belong to k if and only if x i s 1, 2, 3 are1 1 1 1 i
written in the form
x s t1 1
2 2 2t t q 1 y 2 t t q 1 q t t .  .1 1 2 1 2 1
x s2 2 2t y t q 1 . t , t , t g k .2 1  .1 2 3
2 2 2t t q 1 y 2 t t q 1 q t t .  .1 1 3 1 3 1
x s3 2 2t y t q 1 .3 1
Proof. If f g , f h g k 2 then we have the equations1 1 1 1
x 2 q 1 x 2 q 1 s u2 , .  .1 2
x 2 q 1 x 2 q 1 s ¨ 2 , .  .1 3
where u, ¨ are in k. Thus, if we fix x , then x , x are rational roots of the1 2 3
equation
y2 s x 2 q 1 x 2 q 1 . 2.2 .  . .1
 2 .  .As this conic goes through x , x q 1 , all the rational points on 2.2 are1 1
obtained by
x x 2 q 1 y 2 t x 2 q 1 q t 2 x .  .1 1 1 1
x s . 2.3 .2 2t y x q 1 .1
So, x , x are given by2 3
x x 2 q 1 y 2 t x 2 q 1 q t 2 x .  .1 1 i 1 i 1
x si 2 2t y x q 1 .i 1
 .for some t g k i s 1, 2 .i
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Conversely, if x , x , x are given in this form, then it is easily checked1 2 3
that f g , f h belong to k 2.1 1 1 1
Thus we obtain the rational points on V and also six points on E3 b
parametrized by t, t , t , t by combining Propositions 2.2 and 2.3. The1 2 3
independence of these points on E , which is now considered as an ellipticb
 .curve over k t, t , t , t , will be shown in the next section in the case1 2 3
k s Q.
3. SPECIALIZATION
In this section, we specialize the elliptic curve E which was obtained inb
the previous section.
THEOREM 3.1. An elliptic cur¨ e o¨er Q defined by the equation
y2 q xy s x 3 q x 2 q 305436668933x q 351080331385214365 3.1 .
has the rank greater than or equal to 6. Indeed the six points
3157462, 5725027957 , 366718, 715642477 , .  .
205270, 649840885 , 22692670, 108123006805 , .  . 3.2 .
555478, 831671797 , 1658302, 2326801261 .  .
are independent. The conductor is 10696930687950705497838 s 2 ? 3 ? 7 ? 11
? 23 ? 31 ? 41 ? 732 ? 972 ? 1912 ? 433.
Proof. In the notation of the previous section, let t s 2, t s 4, t s1 2 3
6, t s y1575000r1771561. Then x s 2, x s 2r11, x s 22r31, a s 59 ?1 2 3
. 7 2 2 .313 ? 587 r2 ? 11 ? 31 , and the equation of the twisted elliptic curve
becomes
38 ? 53 ? 192 59 ? 313 ? 587 59 ? 313 ? 587
2 3 2y s x q x q x q 1.5 2 2 7 2 2 7 2 22 ? 11 ? 31 2 ? 11 ? 31 2 ? 11 ? 31
 .Transforming this into its minimal form, we obtain Eq. 3.1 , and we see
 .that the six points in Theorem 2.1 become 3.2 . Further one checks that
the regulator of the points is 4577.4197830. Hence they are independent.
COROLLARY 3.2. The six points in Theorem 2.2 on E , which is consid-b
 .ered as an elliptic cur¨ e o¨er Q t, t , t , t , are independent.1 2 3
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